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FACULTY CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE (FCC) 
December 3, 2015 
Minutes of the Meeting 

 
[These minutes reflect discussion and debate at a meeting of a committee of the University of Minnesota 
Senate; none of the comments, conclusions, or actions reported in these minutes reflects the views of, nor 
are they binding on, the Senate, the Administration, or the Board of Regents.] 

 
[In these minutes:  Discussion with Students; University of Minnesota Duluth; Conversation 
with Incoming Vice Provost for Faculty and Academic Affairs Rebecca Ropers-Huilman; Salary 
Equity Review Committees; Nominating Subcommittee] 
 
PRESENT:  Colin Campbell (chair), Jigna Desai (vice chair), Catherine French, Rebecca 
Ropers-Huilman, Linda Bearinger, Gary Gardner, Kathleen Krichbaum, LaDora Thompson, 
Susan Wick, Janet Ericksen, Joseph Konstan, Karen Mesce, George Trachte, Chris Uggen  
 
REGRETS:  Dan Feeney, Scott Lanyon, Heidi Barajas, Dale Carpenter, Greta Friedemann-
Sanchez, Jean Wyman 
 
GUESTS:  Student representatives:  Rahsaan Mahadeo, David Melendez, Natasha Moore, 
Kaochi Pha; Assistant Vice Provost for Faculty and Academic Affairs Ole Gram 
 
OTHERS ATTENDING:  Megan Sweet, assistant to the vice provost, Office for Student 
Affairs 
 
1.  Call to order:  Professor Campbell convened the meeting, welcomed those present and called 
for a round of introductions. 
 
2.  Discussion with students:  Professor Campbell welcomed the student guests and said the 
FCC always looks forward to having students come talk with the committee because members 
learn a lot from students.  He then opened the floor to the students assuring them a supportive 
environment, and invited them to share what they think members would benefit from hearing 
about. 
 
Mr. Melendez began by thanking the FCC for the invitation to meet with the committee and be 
part of the governance process.  Having students be part of the governance process is really 
important and he hopes it is a practice that will continue. 
 
Mr. Melendez went on to share his concerns about the crisis in the Department of Chicano & 
Latino Studies, which was founded in 1972 following prolonged protests by students.  In his 
opinion, the low number of faculty (one faculty) in this department tells him the Chicano 
community at the University is not valued.  Mr. Melendez mentioned that the Chicano and 
Latino population is one of the fastest growing demographic groups in Minnesota.  In response, 
Professor Campbell asked what aspects of the culture and climate Mr. Melendez views as a lack 
of support by the administration.  An issue, said Mr. Melendez, is the conflation between a 
‘Chicano’ and a ‘Latino’ and went on to explain the difference.  There exists huge amount of 
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diversity (Chicano and Latino) that is being conflated and if the Department of Chicano & Latino 
Studies had more resources it could work to fix this problem. 
 
Next, Kaochi Pha shared her concern about the revamping of the Multicultural Center for 
Academic Excellence (MCAE) - https://diversity.umn.edu/multicultural/home, e.g., removal of 
Juavah Lee who founded the Hmong Minnesota Student Association (HMSA) among other 
things.  Ms. Pha added that Mr. Lee has been a strong advocate for and supporter of Hmong 
students on campus.  HMSA is working to get an Asian American Studies department on campus 
because it is the only ethnic studies unit that is not a department.  She added that HMSA is also 
focusing on MCAE and the changes made by the Office of Equity and Diversity (OED), which 
she believes promotes just a black and white binary (mono minority) rather than promoting the 
wide variety of ethnic groups on campus. 
 
Moving on, Natasha Moore talked about her experiences within the Athletics Department as well 
as her experiences in the classroom.  She noted that she is from the eastside of St. Paul, and so 
when she initially came to the University it was culture shock.  If it had not been for the support 
from the Department of African American and African Studies she might not still be here. 
 
Regarding the Athletics Department, Ms. Moore reported experiencing harassment.  In Ms. 
Moore’s opinion, there is not a lot of support in the Athletics Department for students who 
experience racial injustices.  She added that she also believes there is not a system(s) in place to 
keep the Athletics Department in check and that makes students feel safe and supported.  While 
many think that athletes are privileged, this is not necessarily true of all athletes and she wants to 
dispel this myth.  Ms. Moore also discussed issues of students, including athletes, facing hunger. 
 
In terms of her classroom experiences (outside of the Department of African American and 
African Studies), explained Ms. Moore, the course materials generally do not reflect other ethnic 
groups aside from European descendants, e.g., white men.  She said when she asked her 
professors about this that she was given a number of excuses, all of which were not acceptable.  
Given the diverse student body at the University, course materials should reflect a variety of 
ethnic groups, and cited an example to make her point.  [At a later point in the meeting, 
Professor Uggen volunteered to look into the example Ms. Moore shared with the committee if 
she was interested in him doing so].  She said she believes more work and thought needs to be 
put into the curriculum to reflect a diverse student body.  In an effort to try and change the 
culture at the University, Ms. Moore would like all students to be required to take an ethnic 
studies or Race, Indigeneity, Gender, and Sexuality Initiative (RIGS) course. 
 
Professor Konstan commented on the diversity challenge facing the University as it relates to 
attracting faculty and students from under-represented groups.  He said he is hearing that it is 
important for the University to create areas of expertise that are homes for people from different 
backgrounds and are taught by people who have immersed themselves in that background.  From 
the comments that have been made thus far, said Professor Konstan, it sounds like the University 
becomes whiter and more unwelcoming if the people who are experts in various ethnic studies 
courses are not being integrated into regular courses.  In response to Professor Konstan’s 
comments, Mr. Melendez suggested thought needs to be given to how future faculty are being 
trained.  While students of color cannot change their color, white students have the luxury of 
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being able to choose whether or not they want to engage with people who are different from 
themselves.  Ms. Moore added that she believes the University needs to invest more in its ethnic 
studies departments.  Not only do the ethnic studies departments need to be built up, other 
departments on campus need to be held accountable for making students aware of the wide 
variety of knowledge systems.  She added that investments had to be made in non-ethnic studies 
units as well, which is not an either/or issue. 
 
Professor Campbell asked the students if they could provide examples of what the University is 
doing right related to diversity so these efforts can be built on.  Is there an area of strength the 
University can build off of?  In Rahsaan Mahadeo’s opinion, most of the promise of change is 
coming from the students who are working to be change agents.  He went on to say that as a 
member of Whose Diversity? that group identifies itself as an autonomous collective because 
members do not want to be beholden to the same system it is trying effect change on.  He does 
not believe building off the current system will help.  With that said, he asked that the University 
do more to hire faculty of color who have a social justice orientation.  There is a mismatch 
between students of color and the faculty they are learning from.  Mr. Mahadeo said he sees the 
University’s strength as its students who are leading the charge to effect positive, transformative 
change.  Aside from the students who are trying to effect change, it is hard for him to answer the 
question about what strengths the University can build off of because he is not privileged in the 
same way that faculty are.  While he appreciates the question, it is hard for him to think about 
working within a system that many students do not feel is representative of them and their 
struggles.  Mr. Melendez, Ms. Moore, and Ms. Pha echoed Mr. Mahadeo’s sentiment that it is 
hard to have faith in a system where ethnic studies faculty and students of color frequently are 
not involved in the decisions that are being made. 
 
Mr. Melendez said he believes higher education is in crisis.  Currently, the University, like many 
other institutions, is being ‘technocratically’ driven.  However, when students organize and come 
together and solve problems, they develop skills and connections with the community that help 
prepare them for the future and the challenges they will face.  A degree should not simply be a 
means to an end, but rather higher education should be encouraging students to think critically 
and promote student activism.  Ms. Moore added that when students have the courage to be 
activists they put a lot in jeopardy.   
 
Professor Bearinger said what disturbs her the most about what she heard today is that it does not 
appear the University has a responsive system in place to handle matters that are simply wrong.  
Before moving on to the next agenda item, Professor Campbell thanked the students for 
attending today’s meeting and said he hopes this is just the beginning of a dialogue that the 
committee will continue to have with students.  He added that he agrees and believes that it will 
be the strength and courage of students who will be the agents to effect change. 
 
Professor Wick said, depending on how the FCC wants to proceed with the information it heard 
today, there is a parallel effort taking place in the Academy of Distinguished Teachers to collect 
suggested priorities for supporting and improving teaching at the University.  A number of the 
comments that the Academy has collected dealt with, at least tangentially, diversity and 
inclusivity.  If FCC were interested, they could work with the Academy of Distinguished 
Teachers to foster a better environment. 
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Members took a few minutes to debrief from the discussion they had just had with the students.  
Not only were a number of members appalled by what they heard, but many were surprised as 
well.  Professor Konstan said as much as he admires the youthful ambition to tear down the 
existing system, he believes teaching these students how to effectively work within the system 
will lead to the greatest long-term success. 
 
3.  University of Minnesota Duluth – Professor Campbell asked Professor Trachte to talk about 
what it means to be a faculty member in Duluth.  Professor Trachte said he has been at the 
University for 33 years and has been involved in administration as well as research and teaching. 
 
Going back to the discussion with the students, Professor Trachte reported that he had a 
postdoctoral training grant for five years, which was designed to increase the number of Native 
American faculty, however, it was difficult to recruit people to participate.  Currently, one sixth 
of the faculty in the Duluth Medical School are Native American, and this is an emphasis for the 
school.  The University of Minnesota Duluth (UMD) has educated a number of Native American 
physicians around the country. 
 
An issue UMD faces is that it has a small medical school (approximately 40 faculty) who teach 
the first two years of medical school curriculum.  There are always resource issues, including 
research infrastructure issues.  While promotion and tenure expectations are relatively the same 
for Duluth and Twin Cities faculty, Duluth does not have the same access to hospitals like in the 
Twin Cities, which means the opportunities for clinical research are limited. 
 
Is there a divide between the Duluth Medical School faculty and the rest of the UMD campus 
like there is in the Twin Cities, asked Professor Campbell?  Yes, said Professor Trachte, and 
noted that part of that divide comes from the fact that the UMD Medical School and College of 
Pharmacy are not unionized and the rest of the campus is unionized.  While there is some 
collaboration with the other schools at UMD, there is a divide.  Of the roughly 10,000 UMD 
students, there are approximately 120 medical students and 240 pharmacy students.  He added 
that all the UMD schools share infrastructure. 
 
Other UMD issues, said Professor Trachte, include leadership, and finances, which has led to a 
poor campus climate and morale.  Professor Campbell mentioned an opinion piece that was 
recently in the Duluth News Tribune (http://www.duluthnewstribune.com/opinion/local-
view/3890214-local-view-umd-needs-leadership-change) and asked if the lack of financial 
support for UMD is a widely held view.  Yes, said Professor Trachte, this is a conflict between 
the Twin Cities and UMD.  Funding is always an issue for UMD, and Professor Trachte admitted 
that he does not know if there is a solution to this issue.  In Professor Trachte’s opinion, he 
believes the best way to move forward is to identify the resources UMD has, utilize them as 
effectively as possible and deal with the situation at hand.  His bias is to try and solve problems 
rather than simply complain about them.  In response to a question from Professor Trachte to 
Professor Ericksen on the Morris Campus, she said the Morris campus feels the same way as 
Duluth in many respects. 
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Professor French asked Professor Trachte to comment on whether diversity is an issue for UMD.  
Professor Trachte said about 10% of the Medical School students are Native American and 17% 
of the Medical School faculty are Native American.  This resulted in complaints and frustration 
about discrimination such as not having enough Native American history in the Medical School 
curriculum.  Therefore, the Medical School is adding cultural components to its curriculum.  Of 
the total population of Duluth, two percent are Native American and two percent are African 
American.  People are being hired to address these issues, but this tends to result in more 
complaints because people are becoming more aware of just how majority-oriented UMD and 
the Duluth community is.  Is there a plan to address these issues, asked Professor French?  
Professor Trachte said there is a diversity committee that is coming up with ideas, however, 
change is not coming as fast as many would like. 
 
Professor Campbell asked Professor Trachte if the ‘aging of the faculty’ is still an issue for the 
Duluth Medical School.  Yes, this is an issue, said Professor Trachte, but as faculty are retiring, 
new faculty are being hired.  These new people, however, do not recognize the campus is way 
more diverse now than it used to be; this is an evolving process. 
 
Professor Campbell thanked Professor Trachte for sharing this information. 
 
4.  Conversation with incoming Vice Provost for Faculty and Academic Affairs Rebecca 
Ropers-Huilman:  Professor Campbell turned to Professor Ropers-Huilman, the incoming vice 
provost for faculty and academic affairs, and Assistant Vice Provost Ole Gram to talk about the 
Salary Equity Review Committees (SERCs) and any other topics they are interested in talking 
about with the committee. 
 
To be clear, said Professor Ropers-Huilman, she has not yet assumed the role of vice provost for 
faculty and academic affairs, and so if members have concerns they should still contact Vice 
Provost Levine and/or Assistant Vice Provost Gram. 
 
Professor Ropers-Huilman began by sharing the orientations and priorities that she will bring to 
the Office of the Vice Provost for Faculty and Academic Affairs and highlighted the following: 

• Ensure that new faculty members have support as they are acclimating and that the 
University is responsive to the new ideas and strengths new faculty bring to the 
institution. 

• Be sure faculty who do not come from historically privileged groups are valued. 
• Consult with governance bodies related to faculty given that shared governance is key to 

effective institutional functioning. 
• Continue to enhance training opportunities for department chairs. 
• Create opportunities for retired faculty to stay involved if they wish to do so. 

 
Professor Ropers-Huilman opened up the floor for members’ comments/input.  Professor French 
asked Professor Ropers-Huilman to say a little more about the organizational culture changes to 
address the needs of new faculty.  Professor Ropers-Huilman said organizations should both try 
to socialize new hires to fit into the existing organizational structure and should acknowledge 
that sometimes the institution can benefit from changing based on the needs of a faculty that may 
be different from previous faculties.  If the current organization or system is biased or limited in 
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some way then merely socializing faculty into the organization may allow these biases or 
limitations to be reproduced.   
 
Professor Thompson said she would like to see a culture created whereby tenured faculty give 
back to the academy and help develop junior faculty.  Professor Ropers-Huilman agreed and 
added that if people are socialized not to contribute to the institution early in their careers, it 
makes it difficult to expect them to change once it is their turn to give back to the institution. 
 
The Office of the Vice Provost for Faculty and Academic Affairs needs to be viewed by faculty 
as an office that will help them get things done rather than an office that tells them what they 
cannot/should not do, observed Professor Gardner. 
 
Faculty need a voice in the upper administration to let them know how well-intentioned, but 
often counterproductive attempts to be efficient are having an impact on carrying out of the 
mission of the institution, said Professor Konstan.  Getting this message out will be important.  
Additionally, the administration needs someone who is sensitive to the image that it conveys in 
its communications.  The messaging from above should be messaging about scholarship and 
education more than messaging about what one cannot do, for example, and would likely serve 
to boost morale. 
 
Related to communication, said Professor Desai, the Office of the Vice Provost for Faculty and 
Academic Affairs’ website should house resources (e.g., a library or archive of workshops) 
rather than simply just listing who works in the office.   
 
Professor Campbell said he hopes the Office of the Vice Provost for Faculty and Academic 
Affairs will be able to play a role in retaining faculty who are thinking about leaving.  Often 
faculty are given the message that no one has time for them until they get another offer.  Besides 
policies, practices and procedures, said Professor Ropers-Huilman, the Vice Provost’s office 
should work hard to create a climate where faculty want to stay. 
 
5.  Salary Equity Review Committees (SERCs):  Next, Professor Campbell asked Assistant 
Vice Provost Gram to provide information about the SERCs.  Assistant Vice Provost Gram 
began by mentioning the Rajender Consent Decree 
(http://conservancy.umn.edu/bitstream/handle/11299/100395/WFC10.pdf?sequence=1&isAllow
ed=y), a class-action suit that resulted in across the board adjustments specifically related to 
gender and salary equity that took effect in 1980.  Fast-forward to early 2010, the Women’s 
Faculty Cabinet www.academic.umn.edu/wfc/documents/OnePageClaytonWFCBridge.doc) led 
the charge to initiate a gender equity salary study using 2007 data, which they presented to the 
provost later that year.  The provost determined this issue needed further investigation and 
earmarked funds for an outside consultant, Professor Murray Clayton of the University of 
Wisconsin-Madison, to conduct a second salary study.  The initial study showed there was a gap 
in salary between men and women, favoring men, at 2.2%.  Then, in 2013, this study was 
replicated and it showed a persistent gap of 2.4%.  The study showed that overall salary gaps 
vary from college to college and are not evenly distributed across ranks.  According to Assistant 
Vice Provost Gram, the results of the statistical analysis carried out by Dr. Clayton may be a 
sentinel that further investigation of salary gaps is warranted, but absent data for individuals (i.e. 
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merit) it does not say anything about gaps for any given individual. This analysis, he said, did not 
and could not take into account differences in factors such as merit pay increases, retention 
offers, etc.   
 
After the study was replicated in 2013, Provost Hanson asked the colleges to establish faculty 
peer Salary Equity Review Committees (SERCs) tasked with reviewing salary structures in their 
respective colleges and recommend to their deans individuals – men or women – whom they 
believed warranted a salary adjustment, said Assistant Vice Provost Gram.  While there are a 
number of different SERC models, the administration proposed that the SERCs be established at 
the collegiate level and not at the central or departmental level.  Colleges were then asked to 
appoint faculty to serve on their respective SERC, and the SERCs were instructed to follow 
uniform, prescriptive protocol for reviewing faculty.  The basic operation of this model, 
explained Assistant Vice Provost Gram, relies on the use of department salary scatterplots 
mapping salaries as a function of date from hire and date from degree, and on the identification 
of two or more comparator faculty in order to establish the degree to which merit, retention, etc., 
may be a determining factor explaining salary differences. He distributed a copy of a de-
identified scatterplot to members, which he later collected, and walked members through it.  
Assistant Vice Provost Gram said a scatterplot is a handy way of getting a sense holistically of 
equity and salary distribution in a department. 
 
Moving forward, said Assistant Vice Provost Gram, Provost Hanson has asked the deans to keep 
their SERCs in place as a body that may entertain appeals from individual faculty.  While 
Provost Hanson for now will not require that the SERC process exist at the department level, she 
has asked that collegiate SERC of faculty peers remain in place who, following a prescribed 
review protocol, are able make recommendations to the dean as needed.  Provost Hanson also 
asked that the SERCs investigate and provide counsel to their deans around processes and 
procedures that systemically may result in salary inequities.  Finally, Provost Hanson requested 
that the SERCs, on a rolling basis, look at one or two departments, and do a comprehensive 
review.   
 
An outcome of this exercise, noted Assistant Vice Provost Gram, was that approximately 40 – 50 
faculty salaries were adjusted.  Going forward, the deans are being asked to provide more 
detailed information about salary adjustments that are a direct outcome of this equity exercise.  
He then highlighted other efforts that are underway, which will hopefully address related 
structural issues such as: 

• Departments are being asked to conduct serious promotional reviews of associate 
professors every four year (or more frequently). 

• Works, the online faculty activity reporting system, is being implemented across the 
University, and will record and provide, in a more uniform fashion, information about the 
full range of faculty activity. 

• In collaboration with the Office of Equity and Diversity and the Office of Human 
Resources, workshops and training on implicit bias and best practices for conducting 
national searches are being developed and will be offered on a regular basis. 

• The Provost’s Office has begun annual collection of information on faculty hiring and 
retention in order to gain a more detailed picture of trends related to start-up packages, 
dual-career hires, salary equity adjustments and retention offers. 
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In light of time, the floor was opened up for comments and questions from members.  Professor 
French reported having served on the College of Science and Engineering SERC.  In her opinion, 
department head training on certain principles and practices would be a step toward ensuring 
greater salary equity. 
 
Professor Konstan suggested making it explicitly clear to faculty who are aware of a colleague 
who is undercompensated relative to his or her peers to nominate someone for review rather than 
leaving appeals to the faculty member who may not stand up for him/herself. 
 
Were faculty who were on phased retirement included in this exercise, asked Professor Wick?  
No, they were not included, said Assistant Vice Provost Gram.  Professor Bearinger added that 
based on University policy around phased retirement, faculty in phased retirement are to be 
considered no different than faculty who are not in phased retirement.  Assistant Vice Provost 
Gram clarified and said faculty in phased retirement were excluded in the data displays, similar 
to departments heads and associate deans being excluded.  This does not mean that a salary 
review should not happen for people on phased retirement or who hold administrative positions.  
Professor Bearinger said the School of Nursing SERC was specifically directed by the Office of 
the Vice Provost for Faculty and Academic Affairs to exclude faculty in phased retirement.  
Evidently there was a misunderstanding, but it had a profound impact. 
 
Professor Gardner asked whether faculty who received retention offers were tracked in this 
exercise.  Not in the statistical analysis, said Assistant Vice Provost Gram, but added that, similar 
to merit, SERCs would learn from college human resources directors about the effect of retention 
offers as part of their work when reviewing individual faculty.  Professor Gardner suggested 
doing so going forward because this an important issue.  On a different note, Professor Gardner 
said there is no uniform policy on how merit evaluations are translated into dollars.  He 
suggested the administration talk with major corporations that are research-based, and ask them 
about their processes.  A merit-based system that only gives half of the inflationary rate is a 
fraud.  There needs to be a standard, central policy that translates a merit evaluation into dollars 
that is uniform.   
 
Professor Campbell thanked Assistant Vice Provost Gram for this information. 
 
6.  Nominating Subcommittee:  Professor French convened the Nominating Subcommittee, and 
walked members through a chart she created outlining possible collegiate pairings for the spring 
2016 FCC election.  Before the next meeting, Professor French asked members to review the 
resources that they were given at the first Nominating Subcommittee meeting and send their 
ideas for nominees to Renee Dempsey, Senate staff.  Then, at the next meeting, nominees will be 
rank ordered, and once rank-ordered, nominees will be called in that order.   
 
Professor Konstan said in thinking about possible nominees he believes it is important to think 
broadly about the composition of the committee and what attributes/knowledge-base would bring 
value to the committee, e.g., a representative from a discipline that makes heavy use of contract 
faculty, a representative that understands the University’s budget model, a representative who is 
or has been a department head, etc.  In addition to thinking about the collegiate balance when 
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setting the slate, there are a number of other factors to take into consideration to ensure the FCC 
is well balanced.  In Professor Thompson’s opinion, it would also be good to have someone with 
public engagement experience on the committee. 
 
Professor Konstan requested the names of the faculty who were nominated last year.  Ms. 
Dempsey said she would send this information out to members. 
 
Hearing no further business, Professor French adjourned the meeting. 
 
Renee Dempsey 
University Senate 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


